Source deconvolution with de-ghosting, surface multiple suppression and wavefield separation are essential preprocessing steps prior to seismic imaging in complex areas. We study the impact these data pre-processing methods have on wave-mode dependent sub-basalt imaging. Longoffset data from a recent marine streamer survey in the Faeroes-Shetland Basin were reprocessed using advanced prestack deconvolution, "predict then subtract" multiple attenuation and novel wavefield separation algorithms. The focusing capabilities of symmetric wave modes in the presence of strong free-surface multiples have been analyzed and compared. Methods were incorporated into a single workflow tailored to identify primary velocity coherences below the top-basalt boundary.
Introduction
The presence of thick basalt lava flows in the FaeroesShetland Basin makes it difficult to image reflectors beneath the top-basalt (TB) and the base-basalt (BB) boundaries. The high-velocity basalt structure reduces the P-wave penetration by high impedance contrast and generates strong multiples (Figure 1) . The large impedance contrast between basalt and the surrounding sediments also generates strong converted waves (Purnell, 1992) . These waves may contain more energy than the standard PP reflections, especially at long offsets (Barzaghi et al. (2002) . Hence, the challenge of multi-mode data preprocessing is to separate various wave modes associated with high impedance contrast interfaces and to remove unwanted arrivals such as water peg-leg multiples and converted PS waves from TB that often interfere with target reflections.
The aim of the present study was to evaluate several advanced data pre-processing techniques based on their ability to overcome the difficulties specific to existing approaches to sub-basalt imaging. The focus is on suppressing coherent noise (source ghost, free-surface multiples and PS waves from TB) while preserving the desired primary PP waves and symmetric P(S)P waves: P(S)P = PP if , P(S)P = PSSP if , and P(S)P = PSPPSP otherwise, where z is the depth. Note that the PSPPSP wave undergoes four conversions at the horizons TB and BB and reflects as a P-wave.
The test long-offset (11.4 km) marine streamer dataset used in this study (courtesy of WesternGeco) has been acquired with a single boat. Some acquisition parameters are as follows: shot spacing is 25 m, receiver spacing is 12.5 m, minimum offset is 180 m, record length is 9.7 sec, and time sample rate is 4 msec. Other details of acquisition can be found elsewhere (Kostov et al., 2000) .
Signature Processing
Conventionally, we begin with signature deconvolution and de-ghosting applied before stack. The aim is to maximize the temporal resolution and to eliminate the source ghost. Also, phase equalization by converting the measured signature ( Figure 2 ) to its minimum-phase equivalent can help to increase the quality of multiple subtraction and improve migration stack. Figures 3a and 3b show the difference between including or omitting source deconvolution in the pre-processing sequence. Clearly, the wavelet in Figure 2 is a good approximation to the seismic wavelet, because our deconvolution filter can attain appreciable wavelet compression and de-ghosting factors.
Multiple Attenuation
Removing multiple reflections from prestack data is crucial for identifying the structure beneath the TB boundary. In Figure 3c we examine the effect of the SRME method (Verschuur and Berkhout, 1997) . In SRME, the predicted multiples are subtracted from the measured data in an adaptive way. Our QC tests show that SRME is effective in attenuating strong peg-leg multiples generated by the highly reflective TB and BB horizons (Figure 6a ). However, this method does not attenuate inter-basalt multiples and PS waves due to P-to-S conversion at the TB boundary. (a) raw data, (b) first-pass BGRT and (c) second-pass BGRT. As a result of the second pass, the velocity spectrum shows distinct maxima for converted P(S)P reflections. Observe multimode arrivals beneath BB.
Wavefield Separation
Primaries and multiples can be separated in the Radon domain because of their different RMS velocities. Similarly, the Beam Generalized Radon Transform (BGRT) based on the attribute-based traveltime equation (Druzhinin, 2003) may be used to increase the PP-wave signal-to-noise ratio (Figure 6b ) and to identify convertedwave events not interpretable on the PP sections. Figure 4 shows the effect of iterative BGRT wavefield separation. In Figure 6 , multiple energy had effectively been attenuated. The processing sequence also gives good separation between the primary PP and P(S)P energy (Figures 6b and  7) . Based on the RMS velocity field (Figure 5) , and interpreted basalt horizons in Figure 7 , an initial velocity model was constructed for time-to-depth mapping and future migration tests. Extensive testing of the model was carried out by the computation of synthetic zero-offset data and predicted RMS velocities.
Conclusions
We have presented the wave-mode dependent preprocessing workflow for sub-basalt imaging with longoffset streamer data. Source deconvolution using signature measurements at the source, SRME multiple prediction and modified GRT filtering techniques are the key elements of our pre-processing. QC time sections and semblance gathers have demonstrated that these techniques increase the overall signal-to-noise ratio of prestack data and can help to improve multi-mode velocity coherence analysis despite severe multiple problems. Figure 1 and their corresponding least squares polynomial regression curves versus two-way time beneath SB: (a) PP versus (b) P(S)P waves after wavefield separation. The time 0 sec is the SB time as the RMS curve is strongly influenced by the water thickness. Velocity trends beneath the SB horizon are not ambiguous and consistent with previous studies (Ogilvie et al., 2001 ). This is due to successful source deconvolution, multiple attenuation and separation between the primary PP and converted-wave energy (Figure 4) . Figure 6: QC PP stacked NW-SE sections after (a) SRME and (b) wavefield separation using the RMS velocity in Figure 5a . All mode conversions are treated as undesirable noise here. The BB horizon is well preserved. Observe remnants of PS waves.
Figure 7: QC P(S)P NW-SE time section after prestack multiple attenuation and the BGRT wavefield separation (second pass) using the RMS velocity in Figure 5b . The focusing effect is optimal for the basalt structure.
